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DSIC 210: HW #1        Name: SOLUTION 
Spring 2016 
Points: 25 

 

Consider the following variable description from the RateMyProfessor dataset.  This data is provided on 
our course website.   

Variable / Field Description 
Table_ID Used to uniquely identify each row of the dataset, 7448 unique values: 1,2, …, 7448 
College College for which the faculty member teaches.  11 unique values: Chicago, CMU, 

Tufts, Duke, UTexas, Harvard, Yale, MIT, Stanford, Princeton, Rice 
Department Department in which the faculty member teaches. 140 unique values: Accounting, 

Advertising, …, Writing   
Name Name of Faculty Member, 7413 unique values: Abbott, Andrew, Achar, Pramod, …, 

Zodrow, George 
Total Ratings Number of Rate My Professor reviews.  Min=0, Max = 116 

Overall Quality Average overall quality score.  Min=1, Max=5 
Easiness Average easiness score. Min=1, Max=5 

Hot An indicator of whether or not the faculty member is considered hot by at least one 
reviewer 

 

 Table name: Professors 
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1. Consider the following applications of the =COUNT() function in Excel. (4 pts) 
 

Version A:  =COUNT(Professors[College]) 
Version B:  =COUNT(Professors[Total Ratings]) 
Version C:  =COUNT(Professors[Overall Quality]) 

 
 
a. Which version produces the correct number of rows in this dataset?  Discuss. 

 
Version B appears to be correct.  The number of rows in 
this dataset is 7448. 

 
b. Figure out what Version A is doing.  Why does this not produce the correct value?   

 
The =COUNT() function counts the number of cells that 
contain numbers.  
 

c. Find an alternative to the COUNT() function to obtain the count using the 
Professors[College] column.  Verify that this function produces the desired value. 
 

Two versions provided here – other versions may exist. 
• =COUNTA(Professors[College]) 
• =COUNTIF(Professors[College],”<>”) 

 
d. Why does Version C produce a value that is different than Version B?   

 
Simply because not all professors in this list have an 
Overall quality score. In fact, 7448 – 6441 = 1007 
professors do not have an overall quality score. 

 
 

2. What is the average overall quality rating for all professors? (1 pt) 
 

=AVERAGE(Professors[Overall Quality]) = 3.815 
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3. Using the =AVERAGEIF() function, obtain the average overall quality rating by college. Rank/sort 
the colleges from highest average overall score to lowest.  (3 pts) 
 

 

4. Using the =AVERAGEIF() function, obtain the average overall quality rating by Hot.  Can we say 
that a faculty member that is considered hot by at least one reviewer tends to have a higher 
average overall quality score?  How much does Hotness appear to affect the average overall 
quality score?  Briefly discuss. (3 pts) 
 

 

 

The average overall quality score for a Hot professor is 
4.4 and those not considered hot is 3.6.  Thus, it appears 
that when a professor is considered Hot, we can expect 
their overall quality score to increase by 0.8 or so. 

5. Using the =COUNTIF() function in Excel to obtain the total number of reviews by Department. (2 
pts) 
 

Original Order Sorted alphabetically by 
Department 
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6. Use the =COUNTIFS() function in Excel, obtain the total number of Hot faculty members by 

Department.  Repeat to obtain the total number of Not Hot faculty members by Department.  
Use these value to obtain the % of faculty members that are consider Hot by Department.  
Finally, sort this list to obtain the following. (6 pts) 
 

My =COUNTIFS() function is provided below.  Need to check 
two conditions (Department, and Hot).  The M$25 will force 
Excel to use row 25 when copy down is used to obtain counts 
for remaining Departments. 

 

 
 

Top and Bottom 5 after sorting by % Hot.  
 
Top 5 Departments for Hotness Bottom 5 Departments for Hotness 

  
  

Note: Several Departments have 0% Hot; thus, any of these 5 will 
suffice for bottom 5. 

 
Top 5 Departments for Hotness  Bottom 5 Departments for Hotness 

1 Women  1 African Studies 

2 Dramatic Arts  2 Russian Studies 

3 Slavic Languages & Literatures  3 Media Studies 

4 Media Arts  4 Mgmt Science & Engineering 

5 Archaeology  5 East Asian Languages 
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7. Obtain a table akin to the one provided above, but here only include Departments that have a 
minimum of 10 reviews. This will prevent low counts from adversely influencing the rankings. (3 
pts) 
 

Top 5 Departments for Hotness Bottom 5 Departments for Hotness 

  
*Departments with 10 or more reviews 
 

Top 5 Departments for Hotness*  Bottom 5 Departments for Hotness* 
1 Physical Education  1 Chinese 
2 Social Science  2 Public Policy 
3 German  3 International Studies 
4 Experimental College  4 Finance 
5 Physical Ed  5 Journalism 
*Departments with 10 or more reviews 

 
8. Use a Stacked Google Bar Chart (code provided below) to create a visualization of the table 

provided in the problem above.   In order to successfully make this chart, you will need to 
calculate the % Hot and % Not Hot for each Department that is included on this graph.  
 

• Top 5 and Bottom 5 as sorted by % Hot. 
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• The Javascript vector elements used to create the Google 
Stacked Bar Chart 

['Physical Education',57.1,42.9], 
['Social Science',47.3,52.7], 
['German',46.2,53.8], 
['Experimental College',46.2,53.8], 
['Physical Ed',44,56], 
['Chinese',14.3,85.7], 
['Public Policy',12,88], 
['International Studies',5.9,94.1], 
['Finance',5,95],  
['Journalism',4.5,95.5] 

 
• The Google Stacked Bar Chart of % Hot and % Not Hot for 

the Top 5 and Bottom 5 departments. 
 

 


